
flex search
Xinet’s WebNative Portal offers an efficient interface 

for users to search for assets across the Digital Asset 

Management (DAM) system. As effective as Xinet’s out 

of the box search interface is, IOI has found that this often 

puts the burden of defining search criteria on the end user 

who may not have a complete grasp of the Xinet product. 

The interface assumes that end users have first hand 

knowledge of the metadata schema and the needed skills 

to form the logic. For these reasons IOI has created Flex 

Search. 

The idea behind Flex Search is to remove the burden of 

creating complex search forms from the end user and 

deliver a streamlined graphic interface which business 

rules and logic are applied through XML. This provides 

users, without extensive knowledge of a metadata schema 

or WebNative Portal, an intuitive and efficient interface 

locate the assets they are searching for with logical search 

forms. 

rich internet application
Flex Search is a Rich Internet Application akin to a desktop 

application which takes care of all display issues, yet is 

run through a standard web browser, eliminating any 

concerns regarding browser type or operating system. The 

intuitive graphic interface delivers the ability to customize 

the look and feel of what users see and provides a simple 

framework for isolating specific search criteria which could 

otherwise be a more complex process. 

dependant data
By incorporating logic and utilizing dependent data 

capabilities Flex Search eliminates any confusion that may 

occur as the search parameters become more specific. 

Based on selecting a specific “parent” category, the 

dependent drop down menu that follows will only display 

categories (children) that are directly related to the parent 

category. Each time you select another search parameter 

the dependent drop down menus become more specific 

and ensure that users will only retrieve the specified data 

they are looking for.

With additional features such as graphic rich calendars 

as data fields, improved keyboard interface and the ability 

custom design search forms via XML searching for assets 

has never been easier or more efficient. 

key features
• Create a system that masked the complexity of custom 

searches 

• Hide all the logic and expose a simple form design 

• Create intelligent form elements 

• Provide easy replication across multiple sites 

• Allow multiple custom searches within the same site 

• Allow the form designer control of look and feel 

• Cross browser compatibility

Price: $7500 USD

ioi toolbox 
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Intuitive Interface
apply metadata
Flex Apply, formerly a stand alone application, is now 

an additional feature included with the Flex Search 

application. This application works inside Xinet’s basket 

plug-in, allowing you to add, modify and maintain 

metadata on a single asset or a folders containing 

thousands of assets. We have maintained the same 

simple xml design interface while offering total control 

over form validation, hierarchical relationship based data 

input, intelligent suggestive auto complete, save form data 

for reuse feature and much more. Built off of the same 

concept as our Flex Search tool, this application provides 

a clean interface through a RIA (Rich Internet Application) 

that is compatible with all major web browsers.  

flex apply features
• Customizable interface to apply metadata

• Complex metadata application displayed in simple design 

form

• Provide form validation for required elements, input 

restrictions, etc. 

• Create intelligent form elements like tabs and dependent 

keyword fields 

• Only update changed values 

• Easy replication across multiple sites 

apply metadata


